.^ In our tale, they promise one another to return after their death and to describe the next world. No details are supplied as to who initiated the agreement, nor is it specified who died first, although this can be figured out from different versions of the same story. ^^ We may assume that these details were not considered significant enough to be mentioned. The story rather focuses on other issues: It establishes the idea of a possible interaction between the two worlds, while declaring that the dead can move from one place to another. It also touches on the topic of the evaluation of deeds and the performance of duties on this earth, as it relates to compensation in the next world. Both issues, central as they are, are adduced as components of a private conversation. Their general edifying nature however, is distinct: both can be applied to the community as counsel to any pious Muslim who wonders about the way Divine Providence operates.
The issue of a possible interaction between the two worlds, which presumes an ongoing communication between the dead and the living, is well elaborated in classical Islamic literature. In one of my previous studies^^ I showed that the elements of Islamic understanding of the dead and the next world are delivered through three kinds of anecdotes: (1) tales of people who came back to life after some clinical death and described their experiences;^^ (2) tales of people who stayed in the vicinity of a graveyard and encountered the dead, either inside their graves or near by, in forms that indicate the taste of death;'^ (3) tales of people who appeared in dreams after passing away and described their new abodeJ"^ The three groups consist of individual tales narrated in a popular language and style. As such, they make the contact between the two worlds tangible and help the living to adjust to the absence of their beloved. These features fit our dream perfectly: a profound idea, such as the state of the spirits in the next world, is simplified and actualized to an extent that people can accept it and apparently understand it as a reasonable fact of life. The last part of the dream presents tawakkul as the best of all deeds. Although delivered as personal advice, as one item in a dialogue held between two individuals, its communal value is conspicuous. It may be compared to other narrations of dreams, frequently adduced in edifying sources, that deal with practical ethics and provide moral counsel.^^ Most dreams of this kind follow a basic pattern: In a dream a person sees someone who has already died. The dreamer asks the deceased what God has done with him, and in return gets an answer, usually direct and concise, describing the position he has attained in Heaven and the deed, or deeds, that enabled him to reach this position. Each answer may be used as a piece of advice on what is considered to be a remunerating deed, and be applied to daily life. In combining all these dreams together, we get general guidance for the pious Muslim to follow. Although more detailed and more complex, our dream can be considered as a representative element of the material that builds the ethical code: through a private dialogue held between two individuals a message is delivered to be applied and embraced by the community. The conversation thus crosses the borders of personal advice and becomes public; the carriers of the dialogue lose their peculiarities and turn into models to be followed and imitated.
ILLUSTRATION II*^ '^ See the variety of descriptions in al-Qubür. '^ The most comprehensive collection of dreams is al-Manàm. '^ See, for example, al-Manàm, and the relevant chapters in al- Ihyà ', . Sa'b b. Jutháma (date of death unknown)^^ and 'Awf b. Malik (d. 73/692)^^ were very close. One day Sa'b suggests that whoever dies first will appear in the dream of his friend. To that 'Awf asks if a thing like that can happen, and Sa'b reassures him that it can. Sa'b then dies and after a while he appears in 'Awf's dream. In reply to 'Awf's question, Sa'b tells that God has forgiven him, but not before exposing him to some hardships. Then 'Awf sees a black mark on Sa'b's neck and discovers that it is due to 10 dinars Sa'b borrowed while ahve and did not return before his death. Sa'b directs 'Awf to the location of the money and asks him to return it for him. Sa'b then continues and tells 'Awf that he is ^^ See his biography in Tahdhib AI All. ^^ See his biography in Siyar a'iàm al-nubalà' 2/484, and the bibliographical references there. familiar with everything that is happening in his own family. He thus knows to tell about a cat that died and also to foresee the death of his daughter within six days. At this point the dream comes to an end and 'Awf goes to visit Sa'b's family. First, he finds the money exactly where Sa'b said it was and pays off the moneylender. Secondly, he checks with the family about the cat and finds out that it has indeed died. Finally, he asks about the girl, and finds out that she has high fever. She dies after six days.
The interaction between the two worlds presents itself in this compound anecdote in a most sensible way. The conversation between the two friends flows naturally, as if both were alive. The details mentioned by the deceased create an atmosphere of daily affairs, casual, personal and private. However, each of the items mentioned by the deceased can be taken out of its narrow framework and applied to the whole community.
Two main issues are brought up in this naixatioo: (a) Debts left unpaid: Sa'b's personal case should be examined in light of the belief expressed in a variety of hadith sayings that state that if a person dies before he has had the chance to settle his debts, he will be reminded of it upon his reckoning.'^ The importance of paying such debts is conveyed through prophetic sayings, in which the Prophet makes a commitment to pay the debts of people who died.^^ Both aspects, the punishment inflicted upon those who died without paying their debts, as well as the duty imposed on the living to discharge the dead of their debts, are presented in our tale and take the form of a personal favor with which the deceased addresses his living friend. In other words, through a tale about two individuals, a judicial question is examined.^' As a private case it could penetrate the hearts more easily and be applied to similar situations in which people had to pay debts left by their relatives. The private conversation thus, turns to be one of public interest. This and more: there is no doubt that the black mark on Sa'b's neck, although associated with the infliction of a specific figure, had its effect on other members of the community that were anxious about the fate of their relatives that passed away. It is very likely that such anxiety encouraged people to pay debts that were left unpaid. Following this line, we may say that the description of a situation of this kind in such a tangible way as offered in our dream, could add vitality and concreteness to the Prophet's words, as well as to any judicial text, and in so doing supply reasoning and stimulate performance.^^
The idea of the living carrying out the duties of the Dead emanates from the Islamic perception according to which the dead know the value of the deeds fulfilled on earth, but are incapable of performing them. The living, on the other hand, are able to carry out duties but are not aware of their significance. It thus happens that the living benefit from the wisdom of the dead. At the same time, they help the dead to relieve their anguish in the other world by performing duties they did not complete while still ahve. The opposing abilities of the Hving and the dead pass on throughout personal narrations of dreams, where they play on the roots \m.l to express the competence of the living to perform and the root W.m to express the competence of the Dead to know.^^ (b) The second part continues the idea by demonstrating how far the knowledge of the dead can reach: Sa'b's information about the dead cat, as well as that of the dying girl, present the dead as having insight into the future and a grasp of the present. The dead's acquaintance with the activities of the living is illustrated in a variety of dream narrations. Sometimes these stories change their focus and show how the dead are affected by the deeds of the living. Such is the story about the wicked son who repented after his father died, but after a while reverted to corrupt ways. His father appears in his dream declaring that the good deeds of the son fill him with joy, whereas the evil ones humiliate him before the dead around him. The boy repents again and becomes ascetic.^"^ This brings us back to the story about Sa'b and 'Awf: Sa'b asks 'Awf to pay the debt with the hope that this act will mitigate his sorrow (the black mark on his neck). He uses his information about the world of the living to give 'Awf all the details needed for the performance of the act. 'Awf's actions the next morning show the eagerness, perhaps the obligation, to fulfill the dead's requests, and the verification of the details leaves no doubt as to the accuracy of the information that originated in the other world. The interdependence of the living and the dead, their symbiotic relationships, the mutual effect each group has on the other, all these would have remained abstract and vague, were it not for the clear descriptions and the unequivocal arguments to support them. The simplification needed for the popularization of ideas may explain the recourse of early Islam to tangible materials of the kind presented here.
^^ The debatable issue of dreams deciding in judicial matters will be discussed separately in a future article.
^^ 'Abd al-Thumàlî (date of death unknown)^^ on his death bed, and asks him to come to visit after he dies to tell about his experience. The transmitter notes that this was a common thing to say among the jurists. Time passes and 'Abd Allah does not appear in Ghudayf's dream. However, after a while he does appear, and when Ghudayf sees him he addresses him with the question: «Have you not died?» Upon receiving a positive answer, he asks as to his condition. To that he gets the following answer: «God has disregarded our sins and did not destroy any of us, except the ahràd». To Ghudayf's question, 'Abd Allah explains that the ahràd are «those toward whom people aim a finger, meaning bad».
The question «have you not died» is common in descriptions of meetings between the living and the dead (see illustration VI below). It reflects the surprise of the dreamer to realize that the appearance of the deceased has not changed, and that he still looks as he looked while alive. The fact that this question is repeated frequently, to the extent that it can be considered one of the formulae used in dreams, takes out its personal flavor. So does the answer «indeed» (bala), attached most often to the question. The usage of such a laconic answer gives the impression that the process under discussion is nothing but an ordinary one. With such a way of expression, the individual features disappear, or at least lose their significance. At the same time, the naive question and its apparent casual answer, contribute to the clarification of the idea about the uninterrupted transference from the present world into the next: death is merely a passage from one abode to another; the dwellers of the new abode are not different from those of the previous one; the dead who left the present world are the living of the next; they continue with their activities, uninterrupted, and keep their previous appearance. Consequently, when the dead come to meet the living in their dreams, they ai*e recognized immediately, and sometimes even create confusion as to their actual death. Such plastic descriptions and clear cut messages, enabled the establishment of this perception as a popular belief, and facilitated its adoption by the community.
A lesson that is not less important is the one given in the second part of the dream. This part deals with 'Abd Allah's fate on an individual level, but also touches on the general idea of compensation at the communal level. 'Abd Allah tells that he met a merciful God who forgives human sins. He further explains that despite God's surrounding compassion, His grace is not bestowed on everyone. Certain people will never be rewarded; heavenly favor will never be endowed on those who go astray. To define these people 'Abd Allah uses the term ahrad. At this point 'Abd Allah's personal experience turns into an admonition addressed to the whole community. One day Jamil suggests that the one who dies first should return to tell his friend what happened to him. Muwarraq dies and Jamil's wife has a dream. She sees Muwarraq coming as he used to come while alive, knocking on the door as he used to knock. She then gets up and opens the door as she used to do. She greets him and invites him in, reassuring him that Jamil will be home soon. To that Muwarraq says: «How am I going to enter after having passed away? I merely came to tell Jamil what God has done with me; tell him that He put me among the muqarrabin»?^ The idea of continuity is presented here in the most straightforward way possible: not only has the appearance of the deceased not changed with his death, but also his manners and customs have remained untouched. However, when invited to enter, he states that despite his worldly look and casual behavior, he no longer belongs among the living and for this reason he cannot accept a worldly invitation. This is an interesting way to present the confusion the living may feel about the departure of close friends. Very similar are the narrations that tell about living persons who see deceased friends in dreams and greet them but receive no answer. In such a tale, a dreamer wonders why he does not get an answer, and receives the following reply: «I am dead, how am I going to answer your greetings?».^^ Muwarraq goes on to explain that he has only come to fulfil his promise to Jamil and to tell him of his experience in the other world. Assuming that both friends maintained more or less the same level of piety, the degree of the muqarrabin in Paradise, to which Muwarraq was elevated, can serve as good tidings for Jamil.
It is hard to imagine a situation more casual and more personal than the one presented here. However, the edifying nature of the dialogue and its communal significance cannot be overlooked; moreover, it rather seems that the general has a bigger role in this tale than the particular: through a narrow scope of words and actions some of the central elements of the Islamic understanding of death are being established: the on-going contacts with the dead, the feeling that the dead can be trusted as promise-fulfillers, and above all, the idea of good 3"^ The examination of Hasan al-Basri in dreams will take us beyond the scope of the present paper. in assembhes where God is mentioned, and you have to hope for the best from God. These two are enough».
'Abd al-Wáhid who stayed alive long after his friend died, waited to see him in a dream. Being anxious to see a beloved friend that passed away is one of the prominent motifs treated in the examination of the relationship between the dead and the living. Aside from the longing for the deceased, which comes as a result of the time one must wait until the deceased appears in the dream, special attention is given to the reasons that keep the deceased distant. It is never because he has forgotten his promise; it is rather due to the tribulation he has to pass before he is released. In illustration II, Sa'b b. Jutháma tells of being exposed to some hai'dships. Here Hawshab makes an excuse for not showing himself and tells that a long time passed until he was relieved. His friendly way of addressing 'Abd al-Wáhid and his explanations can be taken out of their personal context and understood as referring to the general process. In so doing the private experience of Hawshab turns to be the examination of the term barzakh, the intermediate state between this world and the world to come. The term is mentioned three times in the Koran^^ with nothing to indicate its nature. Details about the barzakh are adduced in Koran exegesis, hadith hterature, theological works and several special works, or chapters, dedicated to the issue of death and life after death.^^ The major part of the material that treats the issue of the barzakh consists of popular tales, mainly dreams, presented as personal experiences. Through private-intimate details, these tales (among which is the present one) create an actualization of the idea, enable a certain feeling of familiarity with the issue, and consequently mitigate the fears and discomfort associated with it.
In the last part of our story the deceased is asked for direct guidance. Questions such as «what would you order us to do»? or «what is the best of all deeds»? are frequently repeated in dialogues held between the living and the dead."^^ These questions are based on the assumption that the dead have the 40 See, for example al-Manmn Nos. 26, 72, 73, 83, 101, 102, 170, 182, 185, 210, 220, 309 . answers. They are blessed with special insight, which enables them to understand the value of each duty and to arrange them according to the rewards bestowed upon their performers. Such questions never appear in a row; they are asked one at a time, usually one per dream. As such, each question bears personal features and is accompanied by an ad hoc answer. Nevertheless, due to the edifying nature of the answer, it should be taken beyond its circumstantial meaning and be analyzed in the light of the other answers offered in the same manner as one item in a wide compendium, addressed to the entire community. Putting the message in the mouth of an individual who comes from the next world seems to be an efficient means to gain the trust of the believers of the community, and have them embrace the message as the recommended way of conduct. 121-2/ 738-9)"^^ to come and visit him after he dies. Salama dies before Ajlah and, as promised, comes back in Ajlah's dream. Ajlah receives his dead friend with the question: «Have you not died»? To that Salama answers that God has revived him. To Ajlah's question how Salama found God, the answer is «compassionate» (rahim), and to Ajlah's inquiry about the best of all deeds which draws the believers closer to their Lord, Salama answers: «The night Mukhtasar ta'ñkh Dimashq 10/94; (without the agreement preceding the dream).
^-See his biography in Tahdhib prayer». The last question is about death, and Salama's answer is: «Light, but do not rely on it».
The present dialogue consists of four questions, two of which discuss ideas mentioned in some of the earlier illustrations (God the compassionate and the preferable deed). The other two will be examined in the following:
(1) The question «have you not died» also appears in illustration III, but, whereas the answer there is laconic, here, although also very short, it illuminates a central issue. Nowhere else in the illustrations adduced heretofore do we get an explanation as to whether the dead are dead that look alive, or living that have just moved to another world, or yet dead that have been revived and have come back to life in a different abode. The latter can be implied from Salama's words, who explains that God has revived him. Nothing more is said, no emphasis is put, and yet these few words convey a profound idea. Ajlah, surprised as he may be to see his friend with the appearance of a living person, understands now how it can happen: God revives the dead. Short answers ascribed to the dead can be defined as one of the most characteristic features of dream narrations in general, among which are the tales that deal with mutual agreements of the kind presented here. As mentioned above, the foremost goal of these personal anecdotes is to simpHfy matters of paramount concern, deliver them to the community and have them molded into inclusive perceptions. As shown, these anecdotes focus on daily affairs, where the individual tells his personal story, with which any listener can identify and naturally adopt its implications. To gain authenticity and rehability, these stories may get into small details. These details, however, concern only the Hving's part; the words of the dead are minimal, keeping in mind the intention of dehvering the idea in a most elementary and simple way. Thus, for the sake of clarity, loaded arguments or wandering thoughts are never put in the mouth of the dead. As seen in all the illustrations above, the deceased always gives a straightforward answer; he always knows the truth and never hesitates. He relies on his personal experience and therefore his words cannot be doubted. By using these means, each personal anecdote appears to hold the ultimate truth, and as such its message can be taken beyond its personal meaning and be incorporated into the communal system. Accordingly, these anecdotes, and dreams in general, lose their significance as personal events that actually took place, and become depersonalized forms that provide general guidance. 
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(2) The last question with which Salama is faced deals with the nature of death. Strangely enough, none of the anecdotes presented so far include such a question in their dialogues. However, this is a common question that is presented in various dreams."^ The answers are of two kinds: the process of death is easy; death is a long and tedious process that comes to a happy ending due to God's mercy."^^ This polarity should be understood in light of the edifying element underlying this question. When checking the variety of answers given to this question against the history of the deceased, the direct proportion between the nature of death and the piety of the informer becomes obvious. Our illustration presents an unusual answer; it consists of two parts; one direct, and the other reserved: the direct and encouraging part states the lightness of death; the second part does not contradict it, but warns against taking the lightness of death for granted. In his answer, Salama actually means the following: «My personal death was light; however, each one of you should watch his step. Do not deduce from my experience; each one prepares his fate with his own hands. Of course, if you follow my steps and behave piously as I did, you will be able to enjoy the same consequences». What can be more convincing than such personal advice? Yet, how can one not see the general outlook conveyed through these words?
CONCLUSIONS
The six illustrations examined above follow one basic pattern. Other narrations of dreams follow other patterns, and as a matter of fact, it is hard to find a dream narration that does not fit into some pattern. Patterns, by definition, provide frameworks into which certain ideas can be molded. Accordingly, if a single pattern consists of a series of fixed formulae, and the change is attained by minor modifications, such as exchange of names or instructions, we may presume that the individuals mentioned in the story are treated as symbols, rather than as historical figures. When the symbol changes, the message deHvered changes as well.
The fact that we come across a variety of dream narrations based on one Hterary form, should draw our attention to the historical value of these stories. means of conveying the spirit of the community and, at the same time, establishing the communal spirit.
RESUMEN
El artículo versa sobre la manera islámica de comprender la muerte a partir del análisis de la narración de seis sueños. El Islam clásico concedía especial importancia a los sueños, que desempeñan un papel esencial en el desciframiento del enigma de la muerte y del morir, a partir de narraciones de sueños que tratan de sucesos cotidianos descritos de una manera sencilla, se traslucen cuestiones de la mayor importancia acerca del proceso de la muerte y del más allá. Aunque cada sueño se refiere a un caso individual, el mensaje se dirige a toda la comunidad. Este artículo trata la naturaleza edificante de los mensajes transmitidos por estas narraciones y al mismo tiempo muestra cómo de anécdotas privadas se hace un medio para transmitir el espíritu de la comunidad y establecer o definir al mismo tiempo ese espíritu comunitario. http://al-qantara.revistas.csic.es
